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Au!or Bio

Caroline Starr Rose spent her childhood in the deserts of 
Saudi Arabia and New Mexico, camping at the Red Sea in 
one and eating red chile in the other. As a girl she danced 
ballet, raced through books, composed poetry on an ancient 
typewriter, and put on magic shows in a homemade cape. 

Caroline has taught both social studies and English in New Mexico, Florida, 
Virginia, and Louisiana, where she worked to instill in her students a passion 
for books, the freedom to experiment with words, and a curiosity about the 
past. She lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico, with her husband and two sons.
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Synops"
I watch the wagon

until I see nothing on the open plain.

For the first time ever,

I am alone. 

May is helping out on a neighbor’s homestead—just until Christmas, her pa 
promises. But when a terrible turn of events leaves her all alone, she must try to find 
food and fuel—and courage—to make it through the approaching winter. 

This gorgeous novel in verse by Caroline Starr Rose will transport you to the Kansas 
prairie—to the endless grassland, and to the suffocating closeness of the sod house 
where May is stranded. 

May’s eloquent yet straightforward voice, and her bravery, determination, and 
willingness to risk it all will capture your heart. 

Pra"e for May B.

  Junior Library Guild selection 
Starred Review, Kirkus Reviews

As unforgiving as the western Kansas prairies, this extraordinary verse novel—
Rose’s debut—paints a gritty picture of late-19th-century frontier life from the 
perspective of a 12-year-old dyslexic girl named Mavis Elizabeth Betterly… May B. 
for short.

If May is a brave, stubborn fighter, the short, free-verse lines are one-two punches 
in this Laura Ingalls Wilder–inspired ode to the human spirit. (Historical fiction. 
9-14) 
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Heroes come in all sizes, and my newest hero is a pint-sized girl named Mavis 
Elizabeth Betterly. Armed with only her book, a broom, and a lot of sheer grit, 
May B. faces the terrors of school, winter, and the west Kansas prairie. 
Caroline Starr Rose tells May's story in simple, moving verse that captures the 
joy of family, the gloomy isolation of a dirt soddy, and the determination of one 
scared but indomitable young person. May B. is a girl you'll be proud to know.  

—au!or Karen Cu#man

May B.'s incredible adventure gripped me right from the beginning. You can 
almost hear—and feel—the cold prairie winds of Kansas whipping through the 
pages of Caroline Starr Rose's impressive first novel.

—au!or Deborah Hopkinson

In language as stark and beautiful as the Kansas prairie, Starr Rose offers a tale 
of survival. With nothing sugar coated and everything surprising, readers will 
fall into the story and connect to May B.'s resilient and humble character. A 
great antidote to the hooked up, plugged-in age.

—au!or Kelly Ea%on
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Major &emes and Topics
self worth
courage 
maintaining hope
survival
shame
dyslexia
frontier history

Pre-Rea(ng Activities
• Free Write
  Who you are is based on what you can do. Do you agree or disagree with this  
   statement? Explain your answer.

• Plains Maps

• KWL graphic organizer: frontier facts (first two columns)

• May B. Trailer (see CD ROM or http://youtu.be/FopNl_Y8iQM)

• Mingle Game: Frontier Facts
     Cut out the frontier facts and pass one out to each student, holding  
    two back for demonstration purposes. Tell students they are going to mingle  
    -- chat with as many classmates as possible by reading and listening to the 
    frontier facts. As soon as the facts are read, students should quickly find a  
    new partner.

    Ask a student to demonstrate this with you.

    Let students mingle for 5-10 minutes -- ideally all students will mingle with   
    each other. 

    Lead a group discussion on what students have learned.

http://youtu.be/FopNl_Y8iQM
http://youtu.be/FopNl_Y8iQM
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 Rea(ng Activities  
• Travel Log (see CD ROM or http://www.carolinestarrrose.com/

Caroline_Starr_Rose/For_Teachers_files/%20updated%20travel%20log
%202010.pdf

• discussion questions
• compare and contrast 
• figurative language
• vocabulary

• poetry 101 video (see CD ROM or http://youtu.be/XzFDqLPaWmc)
• sod houses video (see CD ROM or http://youtu.be/q4s7zDqq1Ok)
• KWL graphic organizer: frontier facts (third column)

Po%-Rea(ng Activities
Flora and Fauna
May B. mentions a number of plants and animals native to Kansas. Pick a plant 
or animal from the list below and learn more about it.

wild mustard         ! ! ! meadowlark!! American bison
coneflower! ! ! ! ! gray wolf! ! plum tree
North American badger!! ! jackrabbit! ! rainbow trout
grasses of the short grass prairie      ! currant bush! sunflower
!
! ! ! !Soddy Living
Cut two pieces of 20-foot string and two pieces of 16-foot string. Lay the string 
out on the floor to create a rectangle. Have students measure furniture at 
home. Using butcher paper, trace out the dimensions of two beds, a table, a 
stove, and a dresser and “furnish” your soddy with your paper cut outs. Imagine 
a family of four living inside this space!

Recipes
Send a self-addressed stamped envelope to the address below for free 
sourdough starter. Recipes can be found here: http://carlsfriends.net/
OTbrochure.pdf
Oregon Trail Sourdough 
P. O. Box 321 
Jefferson, MD 21755 USA

May’s reader is available online!
http://books.google.com/ebooks?id=0rtEAAAAIAAJ

http://books.google.com/ebooks?id=0rtEAAAAIAAJ
http://www.carolinestarrrose.com/Caroline_Starr_Rose/For_Teachers_files/%20updated%20travel%20log%202010.pdf
http://www.carolinestarrrose.com/Caroline_Starr_Rose/For_Teachers_files/%20updated%20travel%20log%202010.pdf
http://www.carolinestarrrose.com/Caroline_Starr_Rose/For_Teachers_files/%20updated%20travel%20log%202010.pdf
http://www.carolinestarrrose.com/Caroline_Starr_Rose/For_Teachers_files/%20updated%20travel%20log%202010.pdf
http://www.carolinestarrrose.com/Caroline_Starr_Rose/For_Teachers_files/%20updated%20travel%20log%202010.pdf
http://www.carolinestarrrose.com/Caroline_Starr_Rose/For_Teachers_files/%20updated%20travel%20log%202010.pdf
http://youtu.be/XzFDqLPaWmc
http://youtu.be/XzFDqLPaWmc
http://youtu.be/q4s7zDqq1Ok
http://youtu.be/q4s7zDqq1Ok
http://carlsfriends.net/OTbrochure.pdf
http://carlsfriends.net/OTbrochure.pdf
http://carlsfriends.net/OTbrochure.pdf
http://carlsfriends.net/OTbrochure.pdf
http://books.google.com/ebooks?id=0rtEAAAAIAAJ
http://books.google.com/ebooks?id=0rtEAAAAIAAJ
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Inte)or Plains

                                       

            Great Plains    

                                          

                                          Types of Prai)es

Circle Kansas on each map.

May lived in west Kansas. What type of grass grows there? _________________________ 

Western Kansas is part of both the ____________ Plains and ____________Plains.
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KWL Cha*: Life on + Frontier 

Before you begin reading May B., list details in the first two columns. Fill in 
the last column while reading the book.

  What I Know                  What I Want to Know!         What I’ve Learned
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chores

Men’s chores included 
clearing fields, planting 
crops, constructing 
houses, caring for 
livestock, and hunting.

chores

women’s chores 
included fetching water 
from wells or streams, 
making family’s 
clothing, gathering 
fuel, making meals, 
helping in the family 
garden.

clothing

A person could smell a 
cowboy hat across the 
room. Cowboy hats got 
heavier with age from 
dirt, sweat, and grime.  
They were impossible 
to wear out.

slang

 don’t go wakin’ snakes 
= don’t stir things up/
make waves

clothing

Fashion lagged behind 
the Eastern states.
Women sewed lead 
shot, metal bars, or 
rocks into hems of 
their skirts to keep 
them down in the 
wind! 

food

Sourdough bread was 
made from  “hoarded 
lumps of dough left 
from previous 
bakings.” It was kept in 
a ceramic crock or glass 
jar (it would turn green 
in tin) and was a mix of 
yeast, flour, sugar, and 
water.

food

Coffee was served 
boiling hot and at 
every meal.  The mid-
day meal was called 
dinner. The evening 
meal was supper. 

homesteaders

Most homesteaders 
were western farm 
families wanting more 
land. Others were 
Europeans (Swiss, 
Irish, Dutch, French, 
English, German) who 
came for free land. Few 
were easterners.

hardships

Colds and fevers were 
treated with an 
“ointment of goose 
grease and turpentine.”
Vinegar or  bacon 
grease was used to 
“clean out” the 
stomach of person/
animal with diarrhea or 
who was vomiting.

homesteaders

Couples courted and 
married at an older age 
in the West than East. 
Marriage was more of a 
partnership (both 
husband and wife had 
pivotal roles in making 
a success of the 
homestead).

Mingle Game: Frontier Facts
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food

Meals for pioneer 
families regularly 
included pork, bread, 
butter, corn, potatoes, 
and wild game. Pork 
was cheap, easy to 
preserve (smoking or 
salting), and easy to 
butcher.

housing

If glass windows were 
unavailable or too 
expensive, window 
panes were made of 
greased paper.

food

For preservation 
purposes,  
homesteaders salted 
and peppered meat or 
wrapped it in a cloth 
soaked in vinegar.  If 
there wasn’t a 
smokehouse for hams, 
they were wrapped in 
heavy brown paper and 
packed in ashes. 

chores

Prairie fuel was cow 
and buffalo chips. 
Women and children 
collected dried chips 
for cooking and to 
keep the household 
warm.

housing

How to furnish your 
soddy: dry-goods boxes 
could be tables and 
dressers; crates and 
barrels could be chairs; 
traveling trunks could 
be cupboards, cradles, 
or benches.

housing

Furniture legs might be 
kept in cans of 
kerosene or water to 
keep away bugs!

housing

On the Great Plains, 
where there were no 
forests, houses had to 
be made of earth.

housing

Homestead Act of 1862 
allowed the “head of a 
family to claim 160 
acres on unsettled 
Plains land.  If the 
family farmed and lived 
on their plot for six 
months,” they could 
buy it cheap for $200.  
If they stayed five 
years, they’d only have 
to pay $10 filing fee.

clothing

Amelia Bloomer 
invented bloomers, a 
pant-like garment for 
women to wear under 
dresses, in the 1850s. 
Most women in the 
East rejected them, but 
they became a regular 
part of prairie fashion, 
where they protected 
the legs from mud, bug 
bites, and scratches and 
worked well with the 
shortened skirts 
western women found 
easier to work in.
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chores 

Goods which the 
pioneers had to make 
for themselves included 
soap, candles, 
furniture, farming and 
mining tools, shoes and 
clothing, and cloth. 

wagons

“A buckboard is a four-
wheeled wagon of 
simple construction 
meant to be drawn by a 
horse or other large 
animal. The 
‘buckboard’ is the 
front-most board on 
the wagon that could 
act as both a footrest 
for the driver and 
protection for the 
driver from the horse's 
rear hooves in case of a 
buck.”

slang

hang up one’s fiddle = 
to give up

slang

give him the mitten = 
dump your boyfriend

wagons

chip wagon = a two-
wheeled wagon  to haul 
cattle or buffalo chips

slang

dead as a can of corned 
beef =  dead

school

Books pioneer school 
children might have 
known: Little Women, 
Twenty Thousand 
Leagues Under the Sea, 
The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer

fashion

Ready-made clothing 
was generally 
unavailable. Almost 
everything was made 
by hand.

fashion

Most children and 
many adults went 
barefoot in the summer 
time.

hardships

Prairie fires, most often 
started by lightning, 
were a constant worry 
for homesteaders. For 
protection, they dug 
wide strips of earth 
around their homes.

hardships

Kansas, August 1, 1874: 
"Grasshoppers covered 
every inch of the 
ground, every plant and 
shrub. Tree limbs 
snapped, corn stalks 
bent, potato vines were 
mashed flat. No living 
plant could 
escape...Grasshoppers 
moved into barns and 
houses" where they ate 
food, wood and 
clothing.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wagon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wagon
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school

The school year 
typically ran in summer 
and winter so that 
children could help 
with planting and 
harvest.

school

Teachers were usually 
young, unmarried 
women. You could get a 
teaching certificate at 
fifteen!

school

Children shared 
reading books, called 
primers, or worked 
from primers their 
families had brought 
from other parts of the 
country. Teachers 
learned to make do 
with the books 
available to them.

slang

mad enough to swallow 
a horn-toad backwards 
= mad

slang

hot enough to wither a 
fence post = very hot

wagons

The prairie schooner, a 
covered wagon half the 
size of the eastern 
conestoga wagons, was 
the preferred wagon on 
the Great Plains. The 
wagons got their name 
from boats called 
schooners and “sailed” 
over the prairie like 
ships on the ocean.

hardships

The Great Plains are 
home to some of the 
country’s worst 
weather: blizzards, 
withering humidity, 
and tornadoes.

hardships

Nebraska, 1888: The 
Children’s Blizzard --
Thousands of people 
were trapped in the 
blizzard, many of them 
children coming home 
from school. 235 people 
died.

slang

ding-donging = arguing
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D"cussion Questions

May says boys are necessary and compares herself to the Wright baby, a child who 
died not three weeks old. With these things in mind, describe what May thinks of 
herself at the beginning of the book.

May struggles with dyslexia. Before “listening” to her attempts to read, what 
were some clues that let you know she had trouble in school?

Once the Oblingers leave, May goes through a range of emotions. Pick three 
emotions she experiences and find passages to support them.

In your opinion, what poem represents May’s lowest point? Why?

The prairie can be described as a character in the book. Do you agree or 
disagree with this statement? Explain your answer.

How does May change through the course of the story? Support your answer 
with quotes from the text.

In poem 121, May reads the poem “The Voice of the Wind”. When she realizes 
the last part of the poem has been torn away, she says, But today, / it’s my turn to 
make my own ending. What do you think she means?

May alludes to the fairy tale “Handsel and Gretel” in poem 61 when she 
mentions a bread-crumb path. Compare poem 61 with poem 145, where Mr. 
Chapman says, “I found a hole, / some footprints, / and the house empty. / Fo#owed 
those prints / until I found you.”

Hiram and May both long to find the (imaginary) place where land touches sky. 
Even though May comes to realize this place doesn’t exist, she continues to 
search for it. Why do you think this is?
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Compare and Contra%
Samson and May
Then maybe, / like Samson in the Bible, / I’d be useless too.
Samson was a biblical character whose strength remained only if he didn’t cut 
his hair. In poems 3, 4, and 109, May references Samson. In what ways are May 
and Samson similar? In what ways are they different?

Mrs. Oblinger and May
She hated me, / I think. / She thought I hated her. / Did I, / rea#y? / Where we so very 
different? Mrs. Oblinger and May are very different from one another, and yet 
they share similarities, too. Make a list of the ways they are similar and 
different.

The wolf and May
Pain claws at my middle. / I know hunger too.
In what way are May and wolf similar? In what ways are they different?

                                                                     Figurative Langua-  

Her eyes / study me like a lesson.

This soddy’s like an island / far &om any shoreline

[He] drives, / fast as lightning sparks fire, / quick as flames consume the prairie.

The [wolf] pack ro#ed off like summer storm clouds.

Sometimes I see wagon ruts, / a memory pressed in dried mud.

...The stars / scattered like marbles across the heavens.

Create a list of nouns. Place each noun on a separate notecard. Distribute two 
notecards per student. Have students come up with similes or metaphors 
comparing the two words. 
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Part I

1. soddy (pg 4)
2. shorn (pg 8)
3. salt pork (pg 10)
4. homestead (pg 10)
5. calico (pg 12)
6. chemise (pg 12)
7. bloomers (pg 12)
8. awkward (pg 21)
9. improvements; 

proving up (pg 21)
10.precious (pg 21)
11. provisions (pg 24)
12. muslin (pg 26)
13. reader; primer (p 27)
14. slate (pg 28)
15. dugout (pg 30)
16. rouse (pg 33)
17. muffled (pg 33)
18. unravel (pg 36)
19. beeline (pg 37)
20.puncheon (pg 39)
21. grandeur (pg 41)
22. sublime (pg 41)
23. unfathomable (pg 

41)
24.muck (pg 44)
25. makeshift (pg 52)
26.fare (pg 53)
27. oblige (pg 56)
28. tethered (pg 57)
29.vastness (pg 58)
30.bide (pg 69)

Part II

1. linger (pg 77)
2. shun (pg 94)
3. sourdough starter 
(pg 98)

4. sashay (pg 99)
5. withered (pg 107)
6. abide (pg 109)
7. grace (pg 110)
8. reckon (pg 110)
9. writhe (pg 118)
10.bale (pg 124)
11. thrum (pg 134)
12. shroud (pg 143)
13. fret (pg 143)
14.beckon (pg 146)
15. taunt (147)
16. oddity (pg 152)
17. sap (162)
18. disheveled (pg 165)
19. bodice (pg 172)
20.persistent (pg 173)
21. carnivore (pg 173)
22. modesty (pg 176)
23. infested (pg 179)
24.intact (pg 181)
25. lull (pg 183)
26.desolate (pg 183)
27. dale (pg 183)
28.vale (pg 183)

Vocabulary
Part III

1. thrust (pg 190)
2. nourish (pg 191)
3. sputter (pg 194)
4. parched (pg 195)
5. dainty (pg 198)
6. bodice (pg 199)
7. threadbare (pg 199)
8. plunge (pg 201)
9. frigid (pg 201)
10.muffler (pg 211)
11. brow (pg 211)
12. labor (pg 215)
13. decent (pg 215)
14. gingerly (pg 218)
15. bid (pg 224)


